An algebraic formulation of general relativity is proposed. The formulation is applicable to quantum gravity and noncommutative space. To investigate quantum gravity we develop the canonical formalism of operator geometry, after reconstructing an algebraic canonical formulation on analytical dynamics. The remarkable fact is that the constraint equation and evolution equation of the gravitational system are algebraically unified. From the discussion of regularization we find the quantum correction of the semi-classical gravity is same as that already known in quantum field theory.
Introduction
There is no doubt that the essence of quantum theory is the noncommutativity of operator algebra for physical variables. Usually, this noncommutativity reflects the ordering of quantum observations. In quantum gravity, how can we understand the noncommutativity? A standard answer would be the framework of field theory where the gravitational field is decomposed into a fluctuation of potential and background geometry. As long as the gravity is sufficiently weak, that will promise to treat spacetime geometry. However, strong gravity drastically changes background geometry, since general relativity is remarkably non-linear theory. Indeed, the topological instanton of quantum gravity implies the microscopic nontriviality of topology for spacetime. In this sense one should care the topological structure as a physical variable, for example, the Wilson loop and moduli parameter. If we want to completely enumerate the topological variables, one might treat the open neighborhoods of spacetime points, whose set and coordinate transformation yields a concept of manifold. Roughly speaking, considering all open neighborhoods as physical variable is similar to regarding their own spacetime points as physical variables by themselves. This will realize any noncommutativity through quantization of spacetime dynamics. Of course, though such an idea is an imaginary picture without mathematical background, in the context of noncommutative geometry, algebraic consideration, that is given by algebraic abstraction of geometry, will realize the concept of noncommutativity of spacetime points! Then we hope the investigation of the noncommutative geometry sheds light on the dark side of quantum gravity.
The most successful framework of the noncommutative space has been established by A. Connes and is well known by his textbook [1] . In the study of the noncommutative geometry, the most important concept is algebraic abstraction of conventional commutative geometry. While ordinary commutative geometry has been established on a space with any mathematical structure, noncommutative geometry is constructed on the basis of the operator algebra which acts on a Hilbert space. Therefore we need algebraic abstraction of gravity theory when we consider noncommutative gravity theory. We will have corresponding algebraic objects instead of the conventional objects like curvatures by which we characterize geometry, that is, topological space, differentiable manifold and Riemannian manifold. The algebraic counterparts are a set of continuous function, pseudodifferential operators and a Dirac operator; and are defined in the framework of a commutative operator algebra. Once this algebraic abstraction has been made, the operator algebra naturally extends from commutative to noncommutative one.
One might worry that by the noncommutative extension, space may lose its continuity or differentiability. The most worrisome thing might be missing of reasonable measure which is indispensable to develop physical theory there. Nevertheless, the framework of the spectral geometry established by Connes [2] [3] provides the substantial structure that is appropriate to define a trace of operators.
Although people believe that our world is commutative and relativists study the dynamics of commutative spacetime, there are two motivations to consider noncommutative space. One is interest about the characteristic of real noncommutative space. For example, the noncommutative torus or the space of irreducible Penrose tiling is a well-known model of noncommutative space. The noncommutative torus of irrotational ring [4] is known as not Lebesgue measurable space. The set of the Penrose tiling is a quotient set of the Cantor set [1] . The other is physical interest concerning quantum gravity. In the study of quantum theory of gravitation, the string theory is paid the most attention and it seems there has been much progress. In exchange of that, it forces us uncomfortable changes of our view on the world, for example extra dimensional spacetime, infinite number of vacuum states, and so on. On the other hand, the outlook of the world in the loop gravity theory might be easier to accept than that of the string theory but the quantum state in the loop gravity is hard to physically interpret. Recently many authors study the quantum space, in the standpoint that at Planckian scale spacetime should be noncommutative. One of consistent way, to incorporate the noncommutative quantum space is to formulate gravity in an algebraic manner. In the present work, we apply the algebraic method developed by Connes and other people [1] [5] , to general relativity.
In those viewpoints, it is promising to develop quantum gravity in the context of noncommutative geometry. The main purpose of the present article is to reformulate general relativity in terms of operator algebra. One will get a new equation of gravitation as the algebraic equation of bounded operators on a Hilbert space. Then we advance toward quantum geometry through the canonical formalism and will find that constraint equation can be formally solved. Moreover from a semi-classical approximation to algebraic gravity we reproduce the known quantum correction of field theory. Though the full development of quantization is postponed until forthcoming works [6] , it is possible to discuss the ability of the algebraic formulation in study of quantum gravity.
topological notion and Connes' axioms
In a sense, noncommutative geometry is a kind of movement in the mathematical community to change ordinary multiplication which appears in many aspects of analytical geometry into noncommutative multiplication. To develop the noncommutative geometry, the algebraic abstraction of topological notion is fundamental, that is based on the following Gel'fand-Naȋmark's [7] two theorems.
Theorem 1 (Gel'fand-Naȋmark 1). If A is a commutative C * -algebra, the Gel'fand transformation is an isometric * -isomorphism of A onto C 0 (M (A)).
There M (A) is the spectrum space which is a set of all characters µ (the unitarily equivalence class of irreducible representation) with Gel'fand topology 2 . Gel'fand transformation of a ∈ A is the function a :
If A is unital, M is compact. For instance, the convolution algebra A = L 1 (R) of Lebesgue-integrable functions of R is a nonunital algebra whose characters are the integrals f → R e −itx f (x) for any t ∈ R thenf is the Fourier transform of f , and the Gel'fand transformation is the Fourier transformation that takes L 1 (R) into C 0 (R). This theorem asserts that C 0 (M ) can work as a substitute of topological space M , because all topological information of M is algebraically encoded in C 0 (M ). We can even gain some insight of the noncommutative space which is beyond naive analogy to conventional topology by regarding a noncommutative C * -algebra as a kind of function algebra. This viewpoint allows one to study the topology of non-Hausdorff space with which we are encountered in probing a continuum where points are unresolved.
The second theorem of Gel'fand-Naȋmark states that any C * -algebra can be embedded as a normclosed subalgebra of a full algebra of operators for a large enough Hilbert space H; Theorem 2 (Gel'fand-Naȋmark 2). Any C * -algebra has an isometric representation as a closed subalgebra of the algebra L(H) of bounded operators on some Hilbert space.
Thus all C * -algebras gets fairly concrete representation. Indeed, C(M ) may be embedded in L(H), the algebra of bounded operators on the Hilbert space H with a countable orthonormal basis, in many ways: if M is infinite but separable, take ν to be any finite regular Borel measure on M , and identify H with
It is in the spirit of noncommutative geometry to relax closure conditions for a Banach algebra as much as possible when defining our algebras. For instance, if M is a compact differentiable manifold, we would like to use the algebra of smooth functions A = C ∞ (M ), which is a dense subalgebra of C(M ). Of course, we are able to consider noncommutative algebra instead. Then corresponding space is no longer locally compact or continuous. These possibilities will not be discussed in detail in the present article, however.
We can see a good guidance to an extension of general relativity to noncommutative spacetime in noncommutative gravity. At least three gravity models are possible. They are 'gravityà la ConnesDixmier-Wodzicki' [8] , 'spectral gravity' [9] , and 'linear connections' [10] Former two are essentially same but with different spirits. In the spirit of spectral gravity, the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator, which are diffeomorphic invariant functions of the geometry and therefore true observable in general relativity, have been taken as a set of variables for an invariant description of the dynamics of the gravitational field. In the present article, we develop the algebraic formulation of general relativity in the sense of gravityà la Connes-Dixmier-Wodzicki. A similar trial was carried by Hawkins [11] , but in his formulation spacetime concept is not incorporated since only the spacelike section is noncommutative there. As one can see later, the noncommutativity in the direction of evolution is the essence of the present work and is closely related to quantum theory of geometry. Our purpose is to establish an algebraically formulated dynamics of geometry. The scheme to construct gravity models in noncommutative geometry [12] , and in fact to reconstruct the full geometry out of the algebra C ∞ (M ), is based on the Dirac operator (a spectral triple) regarded as a dynamical variable and the use of the Dixmier trace and Wodzicki residue [14] . That is, Connes' axioms of noncommutative gravity is presented as Connes' axioms 1. Suppose we have a smooth compact manifold M without boundary and of dimension n. Let A = C ∞ (M ) and D just a 'symbol' for the time being. Let (A π , D π ) be a unitary representation of the couple (A, D) as operators on an Hilbert space H π such that (A π , D π , H π ) satisfy axioms of a spectral triple (also called an unbounded K-cycle) [1] [5]. Then 1. There is a unique Riemann metric g = g(D) on M , whose geodesic distance between any two points on M is given by
2. The metric g depends only on the unitary equivalence class of the representations to metrics form a finite collection of affine spaces A σ parametrized by the spin structures σ on M .
3. The action functional given by the Wodzicki residue
is a positive quadratic form with a unique minimum π σ on each A π . The minimum π σ is the representation of (A, D) on the Hilbert space of square integrable spinors L 2 (M, S σ ). That is, A σ acts by multiplicative operators and D σ is the Dirac operator of the Levi-Civita connection. and is proportional to the Einstein-Hilbert action of general relativity
According to the Connes' axioms, we develop the formulation of gravity by operator algebra ('operator geometry') and its canonical formalism. We will find that the constraint equation of gravitational system is algebraically solvable. Though we do not plunge into the construction of full quantum theory in the present article, in the semi-classical discussion of regularization, it is clarified that quantum correction of the gravitational action is given, that is the already well-known one in quantum field theory of curved space by the heat kernel expansion.
In section 2, we briefly introduce some elements of noncommutative geometry as an fundamental concepts and recapitulate the fundamental frameworks of spectral calculus developed by Connes and other people. In particular the Connes' axioms are given in this section. In section 3, we develop the canonical formulation of algebraically formulated theory of gravitation based on the section 2, after giving an algebraic abstraction of analytical dynamics. The relation between operator geometry and classical gravity is investigated in section 4 together with quantum correction. The final section is devoted to conclusion and discussions.
The notation related to the noncommutative geometry is according to the Reference [5] .
2 noncommutative geometry and trace of operator
In this section we briefly review some of the main concepts of noncommutative geometry in order to make this article self contained and to fix our notation. A hasted reader might skip this section by accepting Connes' axioms. For a more comprehensive presentation of this subject we refer to Ref. [5] .
Dirac operator as spectral triple
Let A be an associative unital algebra. We can construct a bigger algebra ΩA out of it by associating to each element a ∈ A a symbol δa. ΩA is the free algebra generated by the symbols a, δa, a ∈ A modulo the relation δ(ab) = δa b + aδb .
With the definition
ΩA becomes a Z-graded differential algebra with the odd differential δ and δ 2 = 0. ΩA is called the universal differential envelope of A.
The next element in this formalism is a K-cycle (H, D) over A, where H is a Hilbert space such that there is an algebra homomorphism π :
where L(H) denotes the algebra of bounded operators acting on H. D is an unbounded self-adjoint operator with compact resolvent such that [D, π(a)] is bounded for all a ∈ A. It is the triple (A, H, D) which contains all geometric information. We can use D to extend π to an algebra homomorphism of ΩA by defining
However, in general π(ΩA) fails to be a differential algebra. In order to repair this, one has to divide ΩA by the two sided Z-graded differential ideal J = k∈N J k , J k := (ker π) k + δ(ker π) k−1 and we can define the non-commutative generalization of the de Rham algebra, [15] . If we take, for example, A = C ∞ (M ), the algebra of smooth functions on a compact Riemannian spin manifold M , H as the space of square-integrable spin-sections and the Dirac operator D = ∂, then Ω D A is the usual de Rham algebra [1] .
Here a remarkable fact of the Connes' first axiom is that the geodesic distance d(p, q) on such a manifold M for any p, q ∈ M is encoded in the Dirac operator D;
The algebra may extend to a general C * -algebra A not required to be commutative, where the positions p, q are replaced by states of C * -algebra ψ, φ which is a positive linear functional of norm one. The reason is because the positions p, q are related to characters µ p , µ q of C ∞ (M ) by the Gel'fand transformation, which are just pure states that are not convex combination of other states. So we expect that the distance function is defined on the full state space which is the closed convex hull of the set of the pure states.
With a representation (π, H), the pure states can be related to a vector |ξ ψ > of (π, H) by ψ(a) =< ξ ψ |π(a)ξ ψ >.
No information of arcs is involved on the right hand side of this relation and therefore eq. (10) or (11) can be taken as a definition of geodesic distance which still makes sense in situations where arcs cannot be defined. We feel this as a motivation to construct a gravitational action which only depends on the choice of the Dirac operator for a K-cycle.
Earlier, the K-homology of topological spaces had been developed as a functorial theory whose cycles pair with vector bundles in the same way that currents pair with differential forms in the de Rham theory. However, the index theorem shows that the right partners for vector bundles are elliptic pseudodifferential operators (with the pairing given by the index map), and Atiyah [16] sketched how K-cycles should be recast in terms of elliptic operators. Kasparov found the right equivalence relation for such cycles and, more importantly, showed that the correct abstraction of "elliptic operator" is the notion of a Fredholm module over an algebra [17] . A K-cycle over a pre-C * -algebra A is nothing other than a pre-Fredholm module. Unfortunately computations with commutators [F, a] coming from Fredholm modules can be quite cumbersome. An important simplification was introduced by Baaj and Julg [18] , who observed that if D satisfies following conditions then
. They also showed that all K-homology classes of A arise in this way. This motivates the following definition.
The definition of noncommutative geometry is achieved by extending the situation from commutative algebra C ∞ (M ) to a noncommutative algebra A. Forgetting the space M , we will determine the Dirac operator algebraically. The general Dirac operator D is chosen so that it satisfies following algebraic conditions giving a Hilbert space H for A.
Definition 1 (spectral triple).
A spectral triple-also called an 'unbounded K-cycle'-for an algebra A is a triple (A, H, D), where H is a Hilbert space carrying a representation of A by bounded operators (that we shall write simply ξ → aξ for the operator representing a ∈ A), and
for each a ∈ A.
Wodzicki residue
To build a definition of gravity action out of the generalized Dirac operator, we give a relation between the symbols of an inverse generalized Laplacian and some intrinsic geometric quantities. First we shall review briefly a few basic properties of pseudodifferential operators (see Ref. [19] ). Pseudodifferential operators are useful tools, both in mathematics and in physics. They were crucial for the proof of the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem [20] and also for the proof of the Atiyah-Singer index formula [21] . In quantum field theory they appear in any analytical continuation process (as complex powers of differential operators, like the Laplacian operator) [22] . They constitute nowadays the basic starting point of any rigorous formulation of quantum field theory.
In the following M is a compact n-dimensional Riemannian manifold and E and E ′ are (complex) vector bundles of rank r and s on M . A dth order differential operator L : Γ(M, E) → Γ(M, E ′ ) acting on sections of E may be written in local coordinates for suitable trivializations of E as
where
σ L is a symbol of a pseudodifferential operator and σ k is homogeneous of degree k (that is,
Then the rule of product of the symbol is
Integration on ordinary manifolds may be recast into a noncommutative mold due to the existence of an important functional on pseudodifferential operators, called the residue of Wodzicki [14] who realized its role as the unique trace (up to multiples) on the algebra of classical pseudodifferential operators. Our discussion is restricted to the case of compact boundaryless manifolds; for an excellent introduction to noncommutative residues on manifolds with boundary, see the paper by Schrohe [23] .
Definition 2 (Wodzicki) . Given a classical pseudodifferential operator A, there exists a 1-density on M , denoted wresA, whose local expression on any coordinate chart is
This is the Wodzicki residue density. By integrating this 1-density over M , we get the Wodzicki residue as noncommutative residue functional,
By this definition we have essential properties of the residue, Wres([A, B]) = 0 and Wres(σ A k ) = 0 for k = n (see appendix A). Furthermore, we regard the Wodzicki residue is unique trace of pseudodifferential operator up to multiplication by constant.
Dixmier trace and Connes' trace theorem
An infinitesimal operator T on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H with a countable orthonormal basis is one for which, roughly speaking, ||T || < ǫ for any ǫ > 0. Of course, the only operator satisfying this condition, as stated is T = 0. If, however, we first shave off a finite-dimensional subspace of H before computing the norm of T , then there is an ample supply of infinitesimals namely the space K(H) of compact operators on H.
In noncommutative geometry, we require that such infinitesimals can be related to the Lebesgue integration by any linear map which is a kind of trace operator. Using ordinary trace, an analogue of Lebesgue integration theory was developed in the fifties by I.E.Segal [24] ; for instance, the Schatten ideal L p is the analogue of the usual L p space 3 . Later Dixmier [13] discovered another kind of trace functional with a larger domain of compact operators, which turns out to be the right one to relate the trace and the integration in noncommutative geometry.
The Dixmier trace Tr
+ is introduced as
where µ i is the decreasing series of eigenvalues. Then we define the Dixmier ideal as Definition 3. The Dixmier ideal of compact operators is defined by
Clearly || · || 1+ is a norm. It can be easily seen that
It is achieved by the Connes' trace theorem to relate the Dixmier's trace functional and the noncommutative integration.
Theorem 3 (Connes) . Let H be an elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order −n on a complex vector bundle E on a compact Riemannian manifold M . Then H ∈ L 1+ , indeed H is measurable, and
This Connes' trace theorem allows us to compute the integral of any function on a Riemannian manifold by an operatorial formula. Thus, it is the starting point of a generalization of the notion of integral.
The compactness of M is not requisite. Actually any integrable function a on a Riemannian manifold M satisfies the above relation.
We recall that an operator T in Hilbert space is compact iff for any ǫ > 0 one has ||T || < ǫ except on a finite dimensional subspace of H. The size of compact operator T is measured by the decreasing sequence µ n of eigenvalue of |T | = √ T * T . The order of such an infinitesimal is measured by the rate at which these characteristic values µ n (T ) converge to 0 when n → ∞.
One can show that all the conventional rules of calculus are valid, e.g. the order of T 1 + T 2 or of T 1 T 2 are as they should be (≤ α 1 ∨ α 2 and α 1 α 2 ). Moreover the trace is logarithmically divergent for infinitesimals of order 1, since µ n (T ) = O( 1 n ). Then the coefficient of the logarithmic divergence does yield an additive trace (just Dixmier trace) which in essence evaluates the classical part of such infinitesimals. This trace vanishes on infinitesimals of order α > 1.
gravitation action in noncommutative geometry
Since as stated in the section 2.1, it is possible to give geometrical values by the Dirac operator D, we should show
in the following. Of course, the Lichnerowicz formula tells that they are equivalent and we can handle the both of them. To show this relation, it is most simple to calculate σ
. Using Riemannian normal coordinate, one finds that [8] 
and its decomposition according to degrees. Alternatively for our convenience we give a derivation from the asymptotic expansion of heat kernel and the zeta-functional analysis (see appendix B).
The relation between the Wodzicki residue and the asymptotic expansion of heat kernel becomes
where a k is given by Riemannian geometry. Moreover from the well-known [19] fact a 2 (x; |D| 2 ) = −R(x)/3(4π) n/2 where R denotes the scalar curvature of M , we can obtain the Kastler-Kalau-Walze formula [8] ;
In this section, we have shown that the Wodzicki residue (which is the trace of pseudodifferential operator) of ∆ −n/2+1 or D −n+2 provides the Einstein-Hilbert action. From this and the fact that the geodesic distance of a Riemannian metric is given by the Dirac operator (the first of Connes' axioms), we are encouraged to adopt a Dirac operator as a dynamical variable of spacetime geometry. Indeed, we see that the variational principle of the Wodzicki-Einstein-Hilbert action for the Dirac operator leads to the Einstein equation.
In the philosophy of noncommutative geometry, the concept of spacetime manifold is forgotten and operator algebra is substitution of that. There the Dirac operator is given as a spectral triple (Def. 1) and called a quantum Dirac operator. Then we need a candidate of the trace other than the Wodzicki residue to formulate the gravitational action for the quantum Dirac operator. In the previous section, it was reviewed that Connes showed that the Dixmier trace (Def. 3) can play the role of the Wodzicki residue in the Dixmier ideal (Def. 3). Nevertheless, we should be noticed that ∆ −n/2+1 and D
−n+2
are not included in the Dixmier ideal (see the reference [5] or one can easily confirm that as an exercise) since the Dixmier trace of the homogeneous degree λ > −n diverges while the Wodzicki residue of that vanishes. Then any regularization is required, which might be artificial. In the present work, the regularization is related to the truncation of high frequency like the discritization of spacetime. Considering a truncated Hilbert space, one make the Dixmier trace related to a continuous limit by the regularization (it is postponed until section 4). In the case that the Dirac operator is to be classical as an pseudodifferential operator, the variational principle determines only σ . On the other hand, for the quantum Dirac operator, we need to think over the EOM and Wodzicki-Einstein-Hilbert action. In the following sections we realize that, replacing the Dixmier trace by the ordinary trace by a truncated Hilbert space (e.g., in the discritization of the spacetime). We call the gravitational system represented by the operator algebra 'operator geometry'.
canonical formulation of operator geometry
To investigate the dynamics of operator geometry, in classical or quantum mechanically, we have to develop its analytical dynamics. Conventionally, analytical dynamics is described by flow and functions in the phase space. An evolution of system is represented by a curve q i there, which maps R into the configuration space R n , q i : R → R n ∋ q i (t). On the algebraic abstraction of this commutative analytical dynamics, the mapping q i is replaced by a multiplet of operator Q i ∈ L(H) which act on a Hilbert space H. Formally the algebraic counterpart of the mapping q i is given by a quadratic form Q i (φ) associated to Q i
where the state vector φ varies in place of time parameter t. Application to operator geometry will be straightforward. Motivated by the feet that the standard Einstein Hilbert action is reproduced via eq. (23), we take the Dirac operator as a dynamical variables. First we establish the abstraction of the ordinary analytical dynamics and then we will apply it to noncommutative gravity of the operator geometry.
algebraic abstraction of analytical dynamics
Now we give a natural algebraic abstraction of ordinary analytical dynamics by explicitly showing no less than two general operators and its representation in a dynamical system.
In ordinary analytical dynamics, a configuration variable is a mapping
in the case of ordinary commutative dynamics. We may extend D to a generalized noncommutative operator and forget its classical origin. In our algebraic formulation of dynamics the evolution of the system is generated by the differential operator D instead of the derivative with respect to time t. We will forget the time parameter t from now on.
In 
Though in the ordinary commutative case an operator Q and its commutator [D, Q] are supposed to be commutative with each other, we do not assume this in our algebraic formulation since we think of quantum noncommutativity as an eventual target. We will give a Lagrangian naturally considering Q to be a variable and [D, Q] its time derivative.
In the conventional analytical dynamics on M , an orbit is a differentiable mapping (q i ,q i ) : R → TM and the Lagrangian is defined as a function on TM . In contrast in the dynamics of operators, the variable operators Q i gives an orbit as a quadratic form ( Q i , [D, Q i ])(φ) on H and an one-parameter family φ(s) of the state vector φ ∈ H,
The Lagrangian should be a mapping from C ∞ (R, TM ) to C ∞ (R) rather than a function of TM , so as to reflect the noncommutativity of the operators. Since (
Now we give an action of a simple one-variable Lagrangian,
. supposing that Q is the only variational operator. Using the integration by parts eq.(29), the variation of the action is given
= Tr
where the operator derivative ∂/∂Q is defined in appendix C. Note that although the definition of the derivative
is not unique because of the operator ordering, it is unique inside the trace.
Once the variational principle δS = 0 is applied, an analogue of an usual Euler-Lagrange equation is obtained as
Here we are required to be careful about the definition of the trace. For the ordinary definition of the trace, Tr(F δQ) implies, F = 0 if δQ is arbitrary. Moreover even if δQ is restricted to be self adjoint, it concludes F = 0 as long as F is also self adjoint. In the present formulation F must be self-adjoint since L can be rewritten in self adjoint form under the rearrangement of the operator ordering inside the trace.
Nevertheless another definition of the trace would be adopted on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space, and the variational principle derives other equations. Though in the next section we actually treat such a case, in the rest of this section we proceed adopting the ordinary definition of the trace.
A momentum operator conjugate to Q is given by
In the present formulation we do not suppose that P is a multiplicative and commutes with Q as in the ordinary commutative case. Then Hamiltonian H is defined by a Legendre transformation;
Sometimes the first term of H(P, Q) might be reordered in the trace so that H is also a self adjoint operator. From the definition of the conjugate momentum eq.(35), the terms proportional to δ([D, Q]) vanish. Comparing remaining proportional to δQ and the one to δP , the Hamilton equations are given by
where the Euler-Lagrange equation eq.(34) is used to derive the second equation.
Here one should be careful that H is not a generator of evolution in the sense of the commutator but of Poisson bracket, while D is the generator of evolution for the commutator
Intuitive definition of the Poisson bracket {A, B} Q,P = ∂ Q A∂ P B − ∂ P A∂ Q B tends to be inconsistent because of the operator ordering eq.(129) in appendixC. The Poisson bracket is with complicated nature in noncommutative operator dynamics because of the operator ordering. The precise definition of the Poisson bracket will be given later on. Of course, the present formulation includes the ordinary analytical dynamics. Usual dynamical variable q(t) on time interval [0, 1] can be viewed as a multiplicative operator 1] ). In the case that D is also a variational operator, we proceed
where the last line follows from a relation
The variational principle for each variable gives
The second equation is not a dynamical equation of D but a constraint equation in commutative sense, since there is no kinetic term of D. For a dynamical variable Q, a conjugate momentum is given by ∂L/∂[D, Q]. Then a Hamiltonian associated with a constraint equation (47)is given by a Legendretransformation;
In the following case of gravity, the constraint equation(47) can be algebraically solved as a function of P and Q; D = D(P, Q) since the equation explicitly depends on D. Then we can substitute it to the constrained Hamiltonian eq.(48). Finally we will get a Hamiltonian H(P, Q, D(P, Q)) without any constraint.
algebraic abstraction of Einstein-Hilbert action
Now we develop the algebraic canonical formalism of gravity in the context of operator geometry. For convenience and usefulness, we adopt the Dirac operator rather than the Laplace operator as a dynamical variable operator. Then in the following, we regard the operator as a superrepresentation of Clifford algebra on a complex superspace E = E + ⊕ E − that respects Z 2 -grading [25] . A superalgebra is a superspace with product A i · A j = A i+j (i, j ∈ Z). In this case, we naturally generalize the commutator to a supercommutator
|a||b| ba (49) |a| = 0 for a ∈ A + and |a| = 1 for a ∈ A − . A trace on the superrepresentation is naturally defined as a supertrace:
where Tr E ± is the partial trace on E ± . Of course, the previous requirement to the trace is satisfied for Str([A, B] S ) = 0. 
In the following we consider the case of n = dim(M ) = 4. To give a canonical formalism, we suppose that spacetime M is topologically Σ × I, so that C(M ) is isomorphic to C(Σ) ⊗ C(I). On M , the Dirac operator is then decomposed as
e i or t A is tetrad, γ A is a representation of the Clifford algebra, ∇ µ is the covariant derivative and ω µ is the coefficients of spin connection. The general form of D 2 is given by
where D and D t are of A − . To understand the kinematical role of [D, D t ] S , we write down that in the case of ordinary spacetime geometry, with the Clifford algebra
=:
From the definition of D t , we think of D t as the operator of evolution in place of ∂/∂t. We regard that D is a dynamical variable, while D t is not because D 2 does not contain [∇ t , γ t ∇ t ] even in D Considering four dimensions and omitting the gravitational constant, from the Connes axioms the action is given by the inverse square of the Dirac operator;
where χ is the Z 2 -grading operator defined by χ(v) = (−1) |v| v when v is either even or odd and the supertrace is given by StrT = Tr(χT ).
With G(D) = χD −4 , the variation of action is
where we use Str[ , ] S = 0 instead of Tr[ , ] = 0 in order to arrange the order of operators. Since the D t is not a dynamical variable, the last term gives a constraint equation. Comparing with the ordinary Einstein equation in the first order formalism (that is, for example, the Einstein-Cartan formalism), we can see the fact that both non-dynamical variables e t and ω t in the ordinary formalism are contained only in the non-dynamical variable D t in the present formalism.
Taking the advantage of one of the virtues of our formulation that the constraint equation can be formally solved, we will go over to the Hamiltonian formalism. The conjugate momentum of D is given
The Hamiltonian is given by
where the substitution [
t is made using the definition of conjugate momentum eq.(63). The variational principle will give the Hamilton's equation as we see below. Using Str , = 0, the variation of the action is given by
Here we have assumed the Hilbert space on which the operator polynomial of quantum Dirac operator D is traceclass and the trace is given by the ordinary trace, for a while. This implies that a quantum space is, in some sense, 'discretized'. If the operator polynomial in eq. (68) were a traceclass operator and the definition of the trace were the ordinary trace, the equation would simply imply the operator equations (69)(70). Since the operator polynomial is actually neither traceclass nor in the Dixmier trace class L 1+ , however, for the classical Dirac operator of first order pseudodifferential operator and its trace is the Wodzicki residue, we will derive valid EOMs for the classical Dirac operator via a rather complicated process in the next section. The EOMs will be identified to the Einstein equation.
Though as mentioned in the definition of the spectral triple (Def.1) D and δD is restricted to be self-adjoint, the variational principle concludes the following equations under the calculus of supertrace in the Clifford algebra;
Though the δD t term in eq.(68) gave the constraint equation, the constraint equation and the evolution equation are degenerated in this formulation. It might be thought to be strange that there is no constraint equation to be imposed on the initial data. In this algebraic formulation, however, the spacetime manifold is forgotten and the equation is not only on the initial Cauchy surface but on the whole spacetime. Usually the constraint equation at the initial surface is assured on the whole spacetime by the evolution equation. So, in this case the equation (70) If in a quantum system, we are allowed to take this regularization of the trace, we can discribe quantum gravity by the Hamiltonian (66), where D and P D are a dynamical variable and its conjugate momentum and time derivative operator D t is arbitrary.
gravitation via operator geometry
The main purpose of the present article is to reformulate a canonical formulation of the Einstein gravity on the base of operator analysis of pseudodifferential operator on C ∞ (M ) and to extend it to quantum gravity in noncommutative space.
We have completed the former in the previous sections. The latter will be achieved by replacing C ∞ (M ) for an arbitrary algebra A, which is not required to be commutative. In this section we will give a generalized Dirac operator to represent geometry on A. If A is a noncommutative deformation of any commutative algebra, like C ∞ (M ), with conventional representation and a Dirac operator, we can obtain the generalized Dirac operator in a straightforward way by introducing the noncommutative product into the definition of the Dirac operator. For instance, with [x µ , x ν ] = iθ µν the ordinary Dirac operator is the right one since iγ µ (∂ µ + ω µ ) inherits the noncommutativity. If we consider A to be a general C * -algebra, an algebraic definition of the Dirac operator will be required. It was already given as the definition of the spectral triple (Def.1). From now on we call it quantum Dirac operator to distinguish it from the ordinary (classical) Dirac operator ∂. In the following, we discuss the relation between the operator geometry in the previous section, and classical and quantum gravity.
regularization and correction
First we consider the n-dimensional case of A = C ∞ (M ) and D to be the ordinary Dirac operator on it. For a pseudodifferential operator as the classical Dirac operator, we demonstrate that the Einstein equation is reproduced from the operator variational equation (62). Even if we get a variational equation
it does not necessarily mean that the EOM is given by F i = 0 for general definition of trace. Here the trace is equivalent to Wodzicki residue, except the case of homogeneous degree k = −n,
To derive EOMs, the rule of product in eq.(16) should be applied as
In our case, since the variational variable Q i is a Dirac operator D,
its variation should be restricted to the homogeneous of degree k = 1 or 0. Similarly it is easily found that the pseudodifferential operator of 'equation of gravity' F (Q) = G(D) is of order 1 − n since G • δD is of order 2 − n (eq. (23)). Then the contribution to Wres is
Since σ δD 0 and σ δD 1 are arbitrary, integrating it by part, we get two equations for the variation of D;
Finally we have
From eq.(23) the equations are equivalent to the Einstein equation without matter under the torsion free condition. The calculation is just equivalent to the first order formalism of the Cartan-EinsteinHilbert action ∼ R(e, ω)dv. Indeed, Connes showed the variational aspects (the third axiom of Connes') of Wres(D −n+2 ) and proved that the residue is minimum at the Levi-Civita connection. This agrees with the fact that the variational principle for δω implies the torsion free condition for the tetrad e.
On the other hand, for a quantum Dirac operator whose trace should be given not by the Wodzicki residue but by an algebraic trace i.e., the Dixmier trace, it is not straightforward to show how to get a corresponding classical EOM from the variational principle. To achieve that, we have to cope with the problem that the Connes' trace theorem [2] holds only for the operator in the Dixmier ideal, while the gravitational Lagrangian |D| 2−n is not in the ideal. This fact means the quantum Dirac operator would be related to a classical EOM through any regularization to subtract such a quantum divergence.
To find a log N divergence part, which corresponds to the Dixmier trace, we would subtract background action from the action trace;
where D 0 is any background Dirac operator such that the divergence of S is cancelled and L(D) − L(D 0 ) becomes a Dixmier class operator;
Then S reg is related to Wres, whose variational principle will give the Einstein-Cartan equations similar to the classical Dirac operator. Now we pay attention to quantum feature of the system. While in quantization of ordinary gravity, problem is that general relativity is totally constrained system which are highly nontrivial to solve, an attractive feature of the present formulation is that the constraint equation can be algebraically solved if we adopt the ordinary trace definition. Then we expect that the quantum physics is rather determined by the ordinary trace not by the Dixmier trace though the classical action of gravitation is related to the Dirac operator by the Dixmier trace. Indeed while in quantum gravity the short wave-length divergence is fundamental difficulty, in our algebraic approach a reinterpretation of the trace controls the divergence by like discritization of spacetime which gives the high frequency cutoff. Here it seems natural that a mathematically simple model by the ordinary trace represents quantum theory and its logarithmic divergence of the Dixmier trace yields classical observables. For that purpose, we consider a large but finite dimensional Hilbert space as a subspace of the original infinite dimensional Hilbert space. For the finite dimensional Hilbert space, the definition of ordinary trace becomes the unique definition of trace functional. Our regularization scheme for a quantum Dirac operator is summarized as the redefinition of the trace; Tr → Tr + → Wres.
In other words, we can take N large and define a truncated Dixmier trace by In the proof of Theorem 4, the vanishing of trace of a commutator leads to the result that the Wodzicki residue depends only on the homogeneous component of degree −n. So the correction will include the homogeneity of degree k = −n.
From eq.(102) and eq.(104) in appendix A, we get
for a homogeneous term f k of degree k.
For positive Dixmier class operators a, b, the additivity of Tr N approximately holds for large N as [26] Tr
Then a rough estimation gives
So if the correction of homogeneous with degree k = −n exists, its magnitude is expected to be
To evaluate the correction more precisely, we recall the Connes' trace theorem [2] . The asymptotic behavior of harmonic series is
where γ is the Euler's constant. On the other hand, since the Euler's constant is also one of the coefficients of the Laurant expansion of ζ(s),
where τ i is the Stieltjes constants, we expect to evaluate the correction (Tr
The correction of classical action given by Tr
The relation between the correction and the Seeley-De Witt coefficients for finite ǫ in eq.(116) in appendix Bis given by
with δk = k − k ′ . For large T , we need regularization to take coincident limit K(x, x) = lim y→x K(x, y).
This is the same as the result already observed in the Heat kernel evaluation of quantum field theory [27] . 4 It is not true that each traced operator is positive. Furthermore it is difficult to estimate the norm || · || 1+ correctly.
gauge symmetry and noncommutativity
Though in the above, a new formulation for classical and quantum gravity has been developed, the physical meaning of noncommutativity of the formulation has not yet completely clarified. One may think of two possibilities for the physical origin of the noncommutativity in this formulation. One is that we consider the noncommutative space as determined by noncommutative algebra not by commutative algebra like C(M ). In this case, it would be far reaching to discuss quantum gravity in such a noncommutative space. Even in classical physics, it would be "academic" and of no physical relevance to study such a noncommutative space whose topological structure is something pathological. The other is to consider the quantum Dirac operator D for which the classical condition that [D, a] commutes with a is not imposed and noncommutativity appears in this sense. This implies that in our formulation the algebra of dynamics a, [D, a] C provides the basis for quantum theory unless we impose the classical condition on the Dirac operator. To understand that further one may discuss the gauge symmetry of this formulation. Since A = C ∞ (M ) is the commutative algebra of smooth functions on M one easily see that the following defines a one-to-one correspondence between diffeomorphism ϕ of M and the automorphism α ∈ Aut(A) of the algebra A (preserving the * involution),
In noncommutative case an algebra always has also inner automorphism given by
for any element of the unitary group U of A,
The subgroup Int(A) ⊂ Aut(A) of inner automorphisms is a normal subgroup and it will provide us with our group of internal gauge transformations. To understand the physical significance of the noncommutativity, one should make an answer to the question of what the symmetry of this inner automorphism is.
In the context of spectral gravity [9] [30] in which the standard model with gravitation is realized as a noncommutative geometry, since inner automorphisms and internal symmetries actually coincide and both groups will have to be lifted to the spinors, it is concluded that the action of inner automorphisms on the metric gives rise to internal fluctuations of the latter. That replaces D by D + A + JAJ −1 and gives exactly the gauge bosons of the standard model, with its symmetry breaking Higgs sector, when we apply it to the finite geometry. The spectral action when restricted to the special metrics will give the interaction Lagrangian of the bosons. Thus the only distinction that remains between matter and gravity is the distinction Int(A) = Aut(A) and will vanish for a number of highly noncommutative algebra. Then it turns out that the noncommutativity is only caused by the matter field.
On the other hand, a pure gravitational theory like the present formulation suffers the noncommutativity because of the finite dimensional Hilbert space through the quantization or regularization including any truncation of short wave length. For example, in a finite matrix algebra, a diagonal matrix a generates a noncommutative subalgebra with an off-diagonal matrix D, a, [D, a] C ; a, D ∈ M n while for an element f of C ∞ (M ), a differential operator D = ∂ t generates a commutative algebra by f,ḟ C , which is equivalent to classical condition that [D, f ] =ḟ is multiplicative operator as well as f .
The physical significance of this noncommutativity is that the short wave-length truncation essentially brings noncommutativity to the system even if it is of a single particle. Recalling the Gel'fand-Naȋmark theorem (Thm. 1) we see that a character µ =x which is a unitary equivalent class of irreducible representation play a role of a point in space. With a noncommutative unitary element, however, the eigenstate of position |x > loses its special role as the representation of classical mechanics in the Hilbert space. Instead of that, a pure state |φ > which would be an arbitrary linear combination of the position eigenstetes will get an essential role as the elements of quantum space. Of course, it has been encouraging that the pure state |φ > takes the place of a Gel'fand representationx(f ) = f (x), in the standard prescription of the noncommutative geometry. In a sense this is a virtue of the present formulation since the discritization of space will furnish more general meaning of continuous representation via linear combination of positions.
In other words, in quantum theory, we do not choose any particular representation among the unitary equivalence classes of the system. In macroscopic scale, however, quantum correlation loses by physical processes like the collapse of the wavefunction. A particular representation is chosen among the unitary equivalence class, i.e. the symmetry is spontaneously broken so that a classical space emerges.
conclusion and discussions
We have developed a new formulation of gravity ('operator geometry') which is expressed in the context of operator algebra. The conventional geometrical quantities like curvature are encoded in the Dirac operator algebraically defined as a spectral triple in the operator geometry. A newly established algebraic abstraction of analytical dynamics together with the Hamiltonian formalism gives the dynamics of the operator geometry. Remarkably it is found that the constraint equation and the evolution equation are formally unified under the regularization by the reinterpretation of the trace functional.
We have argued that the classical equation which is the continuous limit of discrete system by the quantum assumption and the semi-classical effect as a correction of the continuous (large dimensional Hilbert space) limit. We have found the semi-classical action agrees with the known result of quantum field theory [27] . To realize the discretized aspect of space, the noncommutativity of operator geometry arises. From that one may understand that the eigenstate of position loses its privileged classical meaning at quantum scale. Each pure state in quantum space is the replacement of a point in the ordinary space. A full quantization of the operator geometry is postponed to the forthcoming work [6] .
In the present article, the semi-classical correction is evaluated not as the correction by the quantum fluctuation of fields but as the noncommutative difference caused by the discritization of space. These entirely different effects yield the same result as their calculations are structurally similar. This paradox will be resolved when we clarify the relation between the present algebraic formulation and quantum field theory. In the present work we have laid the groundwork for algebraic quantum gravity. The full quantization would make the beginning to discuss the paradox. The Poisson bracket become significant when we go to canonical quantization [6] . To give consistent one, we prepare total Hilbert space H T = H Q ⊗ H of representation space for quantized operators as the tensor product of quantum Hilbert space H Q and the Hilbert space H in the present article for noncommutativity. The Poisson bracket should be defined so as to correspond to the commutator on the quantum Hilbert space H Q . Then we should detach the Poisson bracket from the noncommutativity of space. The canonical quantization will be developed in the forthcoming work.
Along with the present work we have some possibilities of noncommutative space to study. For example, a commutative algebra on a quotient space has the same spectral space as that of another algebra by crossed product in the noncommutative geometry [5] . Sometimes the quotient space suffers topological irregularity; a well known example is the Lebesgue non-measurability of a irrational rotation ring, which is isomorphic to noncommutative torus. Even with such an irregularity, the present formulation would work; at least in the above example, noncommutative geometry is well established [4] . Why our macroscopic world is commutative and Lebesgue measurable so that we can recognize our spacetime dimensions? We will find reasonable explanation for this question by studying the dynamics of such noncommutative spaces. Moreover we expect that the formulation is also applicable to other singular spacetime. At first sight, this seems probable for the singularity allowing a self-adjoint extension [28] since we have a sound Dirac operator there without knowing the topological structure of the singularity. After we understand the problem algebraically, K-theory [29] may help to understand that in topologically.
To include matter field, some ideas have been proposed [30] . The simplest step is to include the cosmological constant. Since V = dv ∝ Tr + |D| −n from the Connes theorem, the contribution of cosmological constant would be ΛTr|D| −n . In order to have gauge boson we extend the geometry to a fiber bundle which is determined as an idempotent algebraically. Furthermore considering discrete geometry the Higgs sector is able to be contained. The interaction with fermions, which has the right hypercharge assignment, is obtained directly from < ψ, Dψ > (with D + A + JAJ −1 instead of D), and is thus also of spectral nature being invariant under the full unitary group of operators in the Hilbert space. Along that the standard model is proposed by [9] . Hybrid of this model and the present formulation may be possible.
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A Wodzicki residue
In this appendix, we give a important fact about the construction of Wodzicki residue. Most of proofs are left out and can be found in the textbook [5] .
Suppose f is homogeneous of degree λ, that is f (tξ) = t λ f (ξ). A direct calculation yields following proposition. Proposition 1. For any function a −n (ξ) homogeneous of degree −n, the form a −n σ ξ on R n \ {0} is closed.
σ ξ is the volume form on the unit sphere {ξ : |ξ| = 1}. We shall consider integrals of the form |ξ|=1 a −n (ξ)|σ ξ |. From the above proposition, it follows that they can be calculated using any section of the R + -principal bundle R n \ {0}. On the other hand, homogeneous functions are generically sums of derivatives, on account of Euler's theorem: if f is homogeneous of degree λ,
This arguments fails, however, for λ = −n. Instead, we get a more restricted result, from the fact that a −n σ ξ is closed form.
Lemma 1. |ξ|=1 a −n (ξ)|σ ξ | = 0 if and only if a −n is sum of derivative.
Then we consider the contribution only from the homogeneous of degree −n, for the residue of the pseudodifferential operator (14) . That is given by the definition of the Wodzicki residue (Def.2). Furthermore we see the residue is the unique trace. 
Each term in this expansion is a finite sum of derivatives, either of the form ∂p/∂x j or of the form ∂q/∂ξ i . In particular, c −n (x, ξ) = 
Hence T must vanish on derivatives, and thus T (a) depends only on the (−n)-homogeneous term a −n (x, ξ). Consequently, Wres is the unique trace up to multiplication which is independent of a local coordinate chart.
B Wodzicki residue and heat kernel expansion
For A a positive elliptic pseudodifferential operator of positive order m ∈ R, acting on the space of smooth sections of an n-dimensional vector bundle E over a closed, n-dimensional manifold M , the zeta function is defined by eigenvalues λ j as
The quotient s 0 = dim M/ordA is called the abscissa of convergence of ζ A (s), which is proven to have a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane C (regular at s 0 ), provided that the principal symbol of A admits a spectral cut: L θ = {λ ∈ C, Argλ = θ, θ 1 < θ < θ 2 }, SpecA ∩ L θ = ∅ (the AgmonNierenberg condition). The precise structure of the analytical continuation of the zeta-function is known in general [19] . The only singularities it can have are simple poles at s k = (n − k)/m, k = 0, 1, 2, ..., n − 1, n + 1, ...
Now we consider the kernel calculation. In particular we take A −s = D −2s , s > 0, where one knows the asymptotic behavior of its heat kernel:
K(x, y; t) ≡ 1 (2π) n e i(x−y)·ξ e −tA dξ n ,
K(x, x; t) = k=0 a k (x, x)t (k−n)/2 ,
for t → 0. The explicit form of a k (x) can be calculated recursively. Here we concern with the spinor representation. One finds the Seeley-DeWitt coefficients vanish for odd values of k and three of the rest a k 's for k even are [31] ; a 0 (x, x) = 1 (4π) n/2 Tr(I) (110) 
where F µν is the bundle curvature or gauge field strength added for further generalization. (Gilkey 1975[31] calculated a 6 ; there are 46 possible terms, of which 43 have nonzero coefficients.) For the calculational aspects and the application to renormalization of quantum field in curved spacetime (DeWitt, Christensen, Fulling et al. would be referred [32] ) is discussed as the connection between the heat kernel and the elliptic or hyperbolic Green functions. Assume A > c > 0 and from Mellin transform:
C operator arithmetic
Operator arithmetic is shortly reviewed. Firstly we should comment that the definition of derivative about operator has arbitrarity of ordering by
and also their Hermitian ordering is possible. This multi-definition causes an arbitrariness in the formulation of operator variational principle. Nevertheless for the traced value f = TrF , a derivative ∂f /∂Q is uniquely defined because of δf = TrδF = Tr( ∂F ∂Q δQ) = Tr(δQ ∂F ∂Q ).
Then we made up our mind to adopt the derivative from right as our conventional definition:
where apart from δA, ∂F ∂A has only a symbolic meaning in this formula; We cannot determine it as the derived function different from a ordinal function.
As an example of special case, if a operator valued function F : M n → M n is Taylor expanded, and a function f is given by
we can easily compute the operator derivative of the function f . 
where F ′ (x) is a derived function of F (x). Second example is that if the function is with matrix valued coefficients, we need more carefulness even in the following simple case, 
Finally we should note
since the linearity of the trace is maintained as δTrF = TrδF .
